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MEDICAL MISSION—Two members 

of the American medical mission to 

Germany watch a delicate operation 

in Berlin. They are (right center, 

under light) Dr. Dallas P. Phemister 

and (far right) Dr. Benjamin 

H. Robbins. The operation was 

performed by a leading German 

surgeon, Dr, Erwin Gohrband, at 

the Alt-Moabit Hospital, Robert 

Koch Institute. An article on the 

medical mission appears on page 12 
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5 OMGUS strative responsibility in the field of of a German High Court for the Bi. 
The Board for the Disposition of Cer law, Bee ar in Hnganen by zonal Area was announced Feb. om 

Nazi and MilitaristicLiterature, estab- papal pene) deson with judi- Preah eggs were removed from ra 

lished at OMGUS Headquarters on “i@'Y authorities a Maes states and tion earl at the end of June. oe y 

Aug. 14, 1947, was dissolved July 15. other such responsibililities as may rae been issued on the general ratio 

The Board ‘of Clemency, OMGUS, be given by ordinance or by theExec- in April, May and June. 4 

En etate NL tens ot eienercr ners utive Committee. The First ERP “Form 21," which 
aiseoived uly ot The release of $1,800,000 from the authorizes the purchase of roll 

‘ ERP tire fund for the purchase of raw stock, was received from Washington, 
A five-cent per word rate increase materials for bizonal tire factories was It makes available $3,500,000 which, 

on ordinary telegrams, and proportion- given concurrence by the Bipartite will be applied toward the purchase 
ate increases in the rate for deferred Transportation Group. The present of rail cars from Belgium. hi 

telegrams and night letters, from the production of bicycle tires provides “Form 21" is the’ official document 
Bizonal Area of Germany to the Unit- 4 satisfactory export item. notifying the contracting parties that. 
ed States and: possessions went into Food imports arriving in the Bi- funds are available. d 
effect on Aug. 1. Under the new onal Area during June reached 3 
rates, ordinary telegrams to New York 714,944 tons, breaking the previous JEIA — 

City cost 30 cents Pe word, deferred monthly high, established in April, by Al couttnet between Casella Farb- 

tClegeats ts en migbe Teer ay ne almost 100,000 tons. The June total werk Mainkur, manufacturers of chen other points in the United States the almost doubled the monthly average ca] i : q 

rates is 34 cents ordinary, 18 cents : A icals and dyestuffs in Fechenheim, 
‘ for food imports during 1947. near Frankfurt, and the World Com- deferred, and 12 cents night letter. The Bipartite Board has specified merce Corporation of New Vouk eat 

Bipartite Agencies that efforts aoe be quae by ae for the manufacture and export of 
German authorities to negotiate recip- dyes worth $ 1,543,330. a 

Bizonal German authorities have  ;ocaq] agreements with neighboring Twelve arriflex portable cameras 

been given complete authority and countries under which foreign com: have been ordered in Bavaria by the 
responsibility in the field of radio mercial road vehicles passing through Government of New Zealand to film 
pribout prior MG approval otter “"the combined economic ‘area would! ino lacheduindllgiaitt of King George 
operations, except for the allocation pot have to pay a toll. to New Zealand Crhe teenies camen 
of radio frequencies, the attendance salts biateasiowal reporter's light 
at international radio conferences or Bizonal Activities wreiuot ssunia mete en narnia i 

ihe exercising of control over radio The first plenary session of the Ger- A Bavarian fan ne seeking (one ‘a 

proggcate! ‘ “ man High Court was held at Cologne a perfect piece of glass to be used 
A new livestock policy ce to July 9, at which Chief Justice Her- by Boston University for the biggest 

improve the balance between live- port Ruscheweyh swore in other mem- aerial camera lens ever made. The 

stock numbers and field crops. The hers of the court. The establishment huge glass blank is one of five which 
new program proposes Led ee the finn | ofsSchott ia) Genossceaan 
the number of cattle, to maintain the Zwiesel, Bavaria, is pouring under 

Humaber oti Diceding Owe (angio ae, The section on Occupational series of contracts with Boston Uni- 
duce the number of sheep to the Activities is compiled from the versity dating from August, 1947, t 
prewar level. Semimonthly Report of Military June 10, 1948. : a 

Ordinance No. 41, concerning the Government 94, official announce- i 
establishment of an office of legis- ments by MG and _ affiliated Bavaria # 
lative counsel of the Bizonal Econo- organizations, and public infor- An iron lung was rushed from Ber 
mic Administration, was approved by mation offices throughout the lin to the US Zone in an attempt to 
the Bipartite Board. The functions ot US Zone, to give a summary of save the life of aiGerman chidiee 

the office include advice on the form developments throughout the Straubing, Bavaria, striccen with bul- 
of legislation of the Economic Ad- occupied area of Germany. bar paralysis. One American child in 
ministration, legislative and admini- (Continued on Page 15) 
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Surface workers pick stones out of coal as it comes from the washer on its way to be loaded into railroad 
cars at the Friedrich Krupp Hanover coal mine in Bochum, near Essen. (Photographs are by Al Byers, JEIA) 

ies VITAL operation in which By Robert R. Estill no import, nor export, and without 

the United States is taking part Chairman, US/UK Coal Control Group commerce there can be no recovery, 
in Europe today is the supervision of nor repayment of reparations or war 

the production of coalinthe Ruhr area eavier industries necessary to manu- debts. 
of northwest Germany. This operation facture equipment for the recreation The coal we are helping to hoist out 
affects every American, at home or of an internal transportation system— Ff the Ruhr pits is for the benefit of 
abroad. The importance of Germany's depend entirely upon the Ruhr. the American people, just as much 
ability to learn to take care of and Without coal there can be no steel; 5 it is vital to the existence of the 

Support itself cannot be overempha- without steel there can be neither German people. After all, we must, 
sized. agricultural implements nor consumer 8 a national responsibility, try to 
The European Cooperation Admin- industries; without those there can be Teestablish Germany as a new demo- 

istration, which is handling the cracy. 
Marshall Plan, is essential to put a Poe agreement was 

_ War-torn world back on its industrial This article was adapted from reached in 1947 by the United 
and economic feet. But Paul Hoffman, the manuscript of aradio address States, Great Britain and France on 
the administrator of the ECA, is de- delivered by Mr. Estill over the the amount of Ruhr coal to be exported 
Pending upon Europe to help itself, National Broadcasting Company each quarter to the countries of 
Ttather than to depend entirely upon network July 2 to the American western Europe, whose economies and 
the generosity of the American people. people, and has been approved industries were destroyed by the war. 

For Europe to help itself, the light for publication in the Informa- As coal is of such vital importance 

Steel industries necessary to the pro- tion Bulletin. to the quick recovery of these coun- 

duction of consumer goods—and the tries—and as exports from the Ruhr 
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Freight cars loaded with briquettes at the Muelheim-Ruhr—Heissen factory. } 

are calculated on a sliding scale based Te MORALE of the miners and bution from indigenous supplies. — 

on the over-all total of clean coal pro- their families was at the lowest Meats and fats, more vital to the miner 

duction—it is not difficult to under- possible ebb. The entire Ruhr was than possibly any other heavy worker — 

stand the US Government's desire to stunned by a crushing defeat and no pecause of the very nature of his { 

increase coal production as rapidly as man knew who his boss really was, abors, have been so scarce at times © 

possible. As these nations regain their or when he would eat or work. All that the miners and their families ~ 

economic independence, they will no of this was hardly conducive to pro- have gone for weeks at a time with- — 

longer be a drain on ECA funds and, ducing coal. out either of these essentials. { 

thus, upon the taxpayers of the United The picture presented above, al- 

States. though totally inadequate to portray Dn THe SUMMER mA 1 
Producing coal in the Ruhr, since the severity of the actual conditions canteens were established at ~ 

the occupation, has been most diffi- as they existed, gives some idea of each mine, where the miner could ob- ~ 

cult. More than one-fourth of the the difficulties encountered by the tain one hot meal a day but, due to © 

250,000 miners’ homes were destroyed men whose duty it was to produce the abnormally low calories obtainable 

and 60 percent of the remainder were the coal most vital to the rebuilding by his family, he would take home a ~ 
damaged seriously. The surface plants of the German economy. portion of his hot meal, thereby 

of bi focrnui were ‘almost Westroyedl In a country where the law of weakening the intended effects of the | 

by aerial bombs and artillery fire; in supply and demand had been violated plan on production, is miner also | 

rach 10 peresnt of the prewar pro- for some 15 years, the economy is had to miss many shifts ‘Of work at 4 

duction facilities were destroyed and bound to be in complete disorder. the mine in order to provide, through 

only one plant in the area escaped pyring the Nazi regime, demand con- _ black market channels and through his 

damage entirely. tinuously exceeded possible produc- Wn garden, enough additional food to 

Transportation facilities, both rail tion. Since the occupation, however, aise the level to a bare existance for” 

and water, were completely disorgan- the production had been curtailed for his family. 4 

ized. Production, which during the Various sound reasons, with the effect A population living under such gen= ~ 

war ran as high as 420,000 tons a day, that the minimum demands of the sur-_ eral_conditions is bound to lose all i 

had dropped to less than 50,000 tons, Viving economy have not been met. initiative, even for the reconstruction — 

There was a corresponding decrease The unavoidable consequences are Of its own properties. Everyone ~ 

in available labor; the forced—or indeed clear. Austerity was caused naturally looked after the minimum ~ 

slave—labor used during the war was, throughout the entire economy and a_ daily necessities for himself and his — 

of course, immediately released at the perfect preconditioning developed for family, but no more than that. The 

time of the occupation. Food of all the black market. The starvation of community, as such, had ceased to - 

kinds for the remaining labor was in the population has been limited to the exist. It was every man for himself. 

scarce supply, as well as clothing, and extent that foreign help could be ob- The consequence is that more or less 

essential consumer goods. tained to augment the small contri- all of life was running on the prin-— 
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Spraying a coke mound at the Friedrich Krupp mines, in Essen-Bergeborbeck. ‘ 

ciple of an economy of self-preser- encouraging. The drought last year we did get additional production from 
vation instead of an economy of effi- was almost  disastrous—especially these incentives, it dropped imme- 
ciency. when coupled with what appeared to diately after the miners had received 

-be a world shortage of nearly allfoods. these benefits. One of the incentive 

Cenk. REFORM was imple- this improvement should alleviate at plans, however, will eventually prove 
mented in the three western zones — east one of the most retarding factors. its worth. Under this plan, purchases 

of occupation ont June . 21, zrom The shortage of steel and non- for the miners’ scarce foods and con- 
en sarly observation ft: 46 haying) a ferrous metals has had its effect on sumer goods are made with a dollar 
beneficial effect on the whole econo- the mining industry. Maintenance of fund which, in turn, is received from 

my. Certain foods, such as vegetables equipment during the war was almost the income on coal exports. 

and consumer’ goods, afe making entirely neglected, leaving most These foods and good: a 

their appearance for the first time machinery, both underground and sur- ilable t a a . ice ane 

since the beginning of the occupa: face, in a. deplorable condition. The ditties ree i Heat ae eee 

ton. This has brought a sense of steel shortage has prevented our im- at oy b a i ad Nee a ae 
optimism into the German population plementing any constructive program pe’ a ya e2e scant See ee ‘i = 
as a whole which is very noticeable in rehabilitating existing machinery, ashe. e cna i : iiss < a ae 

Bt this tine, as we have barely enough steel to . ee ore a ae re, ae 
However, currency reform alone i day- dunag je mont Sings ne Pied Bak i Fa make the necessary repairs on a day- been operative only since April, the will not improve conditions or put to-day basis. full value of its benefits have not western Germany back on its feet so i i eat : iba s Daily reports from the mines show heen assayed, but we are confident that it may contribute its share toward considerable tonnage being lost due nat we will get the results 

making the Marshall Plan a success. to frequent breakdowns. Many ma- g enh 

The problem is still to back the cur- chines are idle due to the lack of mate- The production’ trend ‘since ;Jan.:1 
rency with production—and to sellwith ja] for repairs, Conveyor belts have has been upward. The daily average 
this currency sufficient food and con- been overtaxed with a resultant in- / January was 254,769 tons, and in 
sumer goods to the population so that efficiency. Noses for pneumatic picks March it rose to 288,139 tons, which 
efficient and enthusiastic work will have worn almost to the point of incidentally. wae the best month, up 
again be obtainable from the great uselessness, Steel arch supports on to that tiie; since the war ended. 

| mass of the industrial workers. the main haulageways have largely APril’s daily tonnage dropped back 

It appears that more local. food been replaced with wooden ones, to, 268,467 tons, but tines average 
will be on the market, especially i which require frequent and expensive Went up to 285,131 tons daily, and, on 
the farmer realizes that the new mark __ replacements. Mondays June 28, there was the larg- 
is sound and backed by all types of During 1947 it was found neces- St daily tonnage since the war— 
Consumer goods in the markets, At sary fo offer certain food and con- 308,768 tons. 
the present moment, the crops in Ger- sumer goods as an extra incentive I am happy to report that June's 
many look very good—which is most for increasing coal production. While production, was more than 7,500,000 ; 
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tons. Without incentive foods, the . 

men loading coal would literally not Largest Information Center Opened 

have had the strength to get so much The largest US Information Center to books, theater, and the radio under 
out of the ground. in the US Zone was opened in Munich a government that guarantees - the 

sia US/UK COAL Control Group July 12 by Maj. Gen. George P. Hays, liberty and dignity of the individual 

is doing everything in its power Deputy Military Governor, who told man.” 

to increase the coal production of Ger- 2 audience of 300 MG and Bavarian Murray D. Van Wagoner, Bavarian 
many, so vital to the European eco- Officials that “if the German people state OMG director, said the center 

nomy; but, we are battling more than are given access to the educational would permit Germans to exchange 

the mines, mining equipment, and and cultural ideas which prevail in opinions and ideas with Americans _ 

seriously lowered moralé. We are the western world they will hereafter who are sympathetic with their ef- 

battling political and labor conditions, reject any form of government which forts to achieve “healthy constitu- 

unbelievable in the United States. The. would impose controls on freedoms of _ tional government and a sound econ-— 

Communist Party (KPD) constantly speech and freedoms of the press.” omy." d 
attempts to put sand in the gears—at . 4 

the same time demanding a united a : ! 
Germany with great fervor. ~ sae —- SS ig _ . - . 7 : | . oe 

In Berlin I saw carloads of the very eg ~ . - = — _ a 
same coal for which we sweat in the _ | | . —* _ ” oe > oe _ _ - 

Ruhr—and one of those gondolas,car- q  ._ a oo ne ce . = oo - 

tied the slogan, “Vote KPD.” Never 4 Ct | . a - ] _ x». ret‘ ie 
theless, all that extra, emergency coal | & ee ~ AMERIC a - = | f a 
had to be sent up to this beleagured =~ pa . oe Crt 
city because the brothers of the KPD ee - —— KA HAUS aoe, ] 

had created a situation so dangerous en as 2 Se a 
to the German and western economies Fe Ds | - al 
that only emergency measures could fae" 24 . a . = - ~~ oo 7 

which was called upon again to re- ~ _ | 

lieve the emergency. ce la heh lhLTlUE CC 

US Plays Lose’ Ground — | . ‘_._ . 
Interest in American plays de- FO . _— eae - a pat ee q 

creased in Munich during the past we gi - Sea SS eis ERE 

year, The trend there seems to be in Hitler's former party headquarters in Munich, now an information center. 4 

favor of operettas and musical come- (OMGB PIO) 

dies, and the American works so far i 

made available for production in Ger- Known as the Amerika Haus Muen- Dr. Hans Ehard, minister president 
many are mainly dramas which fre- chen, the Information Center is situ- of Bavaria, thanked Military Govern- 

quently overtax the facilities of the ated in Hitler's former party head- ment for providing the additional 

German repertory theaters, quarters, site of the signing of the cultural facilities to the German — 

However, in the field of musicthere’ Munich Pact in 1938. The Informa- poeple. He expressed the hope that 

is a growing demand for American tion Center, newest of 23 centers in the information center would become 

compositions, as indicated by con- Germany, includes a 10,000-volume a place of mutual understanding and 

tinued capacity audiences at concerts library of English and German lan- peaceful cooperation. q 

sponsored by US Information Centers. guage books, rooms for study, lec- Although Germany was long denied 
— tures, discussions, a music library 4 clear view of what was happening 

Ban on Pension Payments = a ase as auditorium now jn the outside world, he said: "The 

Military Government has refused ‘to ne period ‘of ‘darkness is now over, The 
permit Wuerttemberg-Baden to pay Decrying the censorship applied to evil spirit has been driven out of this 
pensions to dependents of civil serv- culture and education by the Nazis, building. May it be replaced by @ 

ants who are prisoners of war or General Hays said: "A free people new spirit of peace, culture and good- 

who are still missing. This isin accord- ™ust have access to the world's ness,” 
ance with MG Regulation, Title 16, knowledge and must be in a position Dr. Thomas Wimmer, Munich chief 

forbidding the making of payments ‘o decide for themselves what they mayor, pledged the city government's 

arising out of war, and forbidding the shall read; what they shall listen to; support to the Amerika Haus and 

making of payments to unemployed what they shall believe. This is only urged all its citizens to make full use 

officials. possible when there is a free access of its facilities. 
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GERMANY’S ROLE IN EUROPEAN RECOVERY 
Under Secretary of the Army in Statement During Berlin Visit 
Says Bizonia Will Make ‘Very Real‘ Contribution in Next Year 

By William H. Draper, Jr. is higher than it has. been at aL CU’ “i nee that 5,000,000 tons of 

Under Secretary of the Army, time since the occupation began. e potatoes are only the equivalent 

crop prospects are definitely better of 1,000,000 tons of wheat. It takes 
Us ‘Department ol thes araMy than they have been at any time five tons of potatoes to equal the 

ye I LEFT Berlin almost a since the end of the war and cer- calorie level of a ton of wheat, but 
year ago for discussions on tainly better than last year, and the that will make a tremendous differ- 

coal in Washington with British world availability is improved. We ence, particularly in view of the 

officials, I expected to be back in two don't feel that the food battle is won important part potatoes have always 

or three weeks. This assignment by any means, but it is certainly played in the diet of the German 

(Under Secretary of the Army) was on the way. That is basic to any people. 

given to me instead, and I haven't recovery, The general level of industry when 

been back until now, although I had I was told in Frankfurt that the I left here was about 40 percent of 
hoped to return long before this. potato crop, which suffered so badly the 1936 level. It is now over 50 
During the past percent, which 
year I went to .. means about a 20 
Japan and Korea ~ : _. _ percent increase 
twice because I — — : | ae in that period. 

had. not been a a | . : s — The coal pro- 
familiar with the 4 eo y _ - oe a | ) > | ~~ duction hit nearly 
problems _ there _ 1 io —— - _ fF - ©) 309,000 tons a day 
which came with- eo , _. i pe 74) recently. A i - ££  . = fees Invthe range © ee 2 hl ~— Fh ago it was around my job. 5 [foe - _~ 7 / 240,000 tons a day. 

My purpose, fF _  . . 4 — ___ That is a substan- 
aside from anor- jg — _ ; __. tial and important 
mal inspection [a a ae _ | _ increase in coal 
tour of the : ~ 2. | production. 

nan pictare is to lal MR have atl recog have discussions eee 4 . 4 © __i+nized had to come here with respect . o Ur | someday to lay 

Germany could . Srl ~~ 2 recovery — the 
play in the Euro- . a i — a ANS _ | : question of cur- 
pean Recovery eos *% i " | tency reform—is 

eT in obvi Under Secretary of the Army William H. Draper, Jr., (placing cigarette vee 

very important in ashiroy) at press conference in OMGUS headquarters, Berlin. Others ios, AGS 

factor, in am are (left to right) William Haggard, director of public information, " : 

se Y OMGUS; Maj. Gen. George P. Hayes, US Deputy Military Governor, solutely essential 
Opinion at least, and Lt. Col. Stanley C. Larsen, Department of the Army, Washington. in order to form 
for all of Europe (Amy Signal Corps photo) the basis of real 
and certainly for Germany. That from the drought last year, looks collections and real interchange of 
naturally involves the food picture, good, and that a very large additional goods on a sound basis for a long- 
the coal picture, the steel picture, acreage has been planted this year. range recovery program. 
nT ae a in general. at The fear of beetles, which was evi- a ee are the only final 

give you my reaction to answer to a self-supporting program, 
conditions in Germany. I have been dent we a three weeks Boe a ty . were $225,000,000 here last Heys am 
here—in Berlin and in Frankfurt—only have diminished, dnd ft, would log told that the exports for the past six 
a few days, so my impression is °% if a ‘crop: of is 112,000,000. tons months will exceed the total for last 
sketchy, last year might be increased to as year. That in itself is very real 

_ The food situation, I would say, high as 17,000,000 tons this year. Such evidence of the improved conditions. 
Is definitely better. The ration in an increase will make a great differ- Just having flown over and ridden 
Western Germany—bizonal Germany— __ ence, ‘ around Berlin, I am impressed with a 
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very definite change for the better in That means total imports, including $80,000,000 contribution by the British; 

the shops and the roofs repaired. I am food, all the necessities of life and $479,000,000 from ERA; and the bal- 

tremendously impressed with the including the necessary raw materials ance, possibly $800,000,000, from Ger- 

calmness and the courage of the Ger- in order to get productive machinery “man exports themselves. This last 

man population under today’s trying going again. figure indicates what an important 

conditions. As the plan adopted becomes one part German exports play. 

for implementation and operation Comparing Germany's $200,000,000- 

T PROBABLY WOULD be desirable rather than the one for plans, it odd exports of last year, with the rate 
for you to know what we see iN is to be taken care of roughly in of more than $400,000,000 per year for 

Washington in this first year of the ihe following manner: approximately the first six months of this year and 
European Recovery Program so far aS $675 000,000, from the Army appropri. possibly reaching between $600,000,000 

Germany is concerned. Until the new ations which have now been made, and $800,000,000, by the end of 1948, 

foreign policy of the United States a pypropriated for the Army for disease you will see the progress that is | 

was compete me ere and unrest; some $70,000,000 or being made. 
given to the Army for use in Ger- : 

many were based on a so-called an svontuibutions ati copropela Porrnarey Mr. W. Averell | 

disease and unrest formula—to take tions. The share for industrial pro- Harriman, who is the European 
care of the necessities of food, fer- representative for ECA, came to Ber- 
tilizer, seeds and petroleum. lin at the same time I did. We had 

Under such a regime, which made This article is a digest of a discussions with General (Lucius D.) 

real progress and whose mission was statement made by Mr. Draper Clay, (Military Governor), and had an 
to sustain life and preserve the eco- to American, Allied and German opportunity later in Frankfurt to look 

nomy for recovery or for better times correspondents at his press con- over the programming there and to 

ahead, it was necessary to conserve ference July 2 in Berlin. Mr. see the ways 11 which Mr. Harriman’s | 

every asset and every dollar in Draper, a former major general, organization and the Department of 

dealing with other European countries. was one of the original members the Army will cooperate to expedite 

In the future it will be necessary to of the US Group Control Com- the beginning of the ECA program. 

have trading between the countries mission. set up in Paris in early 1 was very pleased to see by com- 

on a mutually-advantageous basis. 1945, GCC became OMGUS with | Pazison the progress that had been 
With the European Recovery Pro- Headquarters in Berlin. He served made organizationally and practically 

gram a part of our foreign policy as director of the Economics in. the old bizonal organi? ation of a 

for the 17 countries, including Ger- Division, OMGUS, and as ad- year ago when it was Just getting 

many, it now becomes possible, as ] viser to the Commander in Chief under ways and the present bizonal 

see it, for Germany to play a very and Military Governor until his sod the 3 i re of Germans, 

important part in contributing to the appointment as Under secretary oonnecte 3 with " in ranbfurt That 

recovery of the rest of western Eu- of War a year ago. | a | 
rope. After all, Germany before the organization, of course, will be devel- 

war was the greatest single market in | oped to a greater degree under the 

Europe for these other countries’ pro- duction and raw materials from the new program. | - a 

duction. At the same time Germany European Recovery Administration Mr. Harriman and 1 ae with 

was the producer of innumerable was planned at $437,000,000. | several of the heads of the German 
, . . : | Economic Administration. We. were 

goods, machinery, and services for The total of these figures leaves a | oi seq to hear them say that in 
the other countries of western Europe. gap which I have indicated will come here inion, and they "alled it the 

Toa very large degree during the from German exports themselves. That opinion of ‘all Germans, Germany _ 

war, and even more so‘since the end is a planning figure, an anticipated must, would and could in this next 

of the war, those services — that pro- figure, not one that is in hand, of \ 2; contribute to general European 
duction — that. buying power of the course, but is an indication that while recovery. 

German market — have been pretty it may be high and I don't expect to About a month ago I took up with 

well removed from the rest of Europe. see it fully realized, it still can be Mr. Fairless, (Benjamin F. Fairless, 

Now, the program itself as it was approximated because the actual president of the United States Steel 

planned and forwarded to Paris last monthly exports in April and May Corporation) the possibility of stepping 

fall, and from there to Washington, were $50,000,000 or at the rate of steel production into higher gear. The 

contemplated that for the Bizonal $600,000,000 a year. agreed level of steel is between 

Area a little less than $2,000,000,000 IT will recapitulate: a $2,000,000,000 10,000,000 and 11,000,000 tons a year 

of imports were required to put Ger- program—if that is actually operated for the bizonal area. Actual production 

many on a reasonable, tolerable stand- there will be in my opinion a tre- ji, running now at the rate of about 

ard of living and in a position to mendous upsurge in Germany and 4 990,000. 

contribute in production to the other throughout the countries that deal. The problem of raising steel to 

countries concerned. That doesn't with her; $675,000,000 from appropria- <omewhere near the agreed level as 

mean appropriations of $2,000,000,000. tions to the Army; $70,000,000 or (Continued on page 10) 
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uments; the Soviet “measures to 

The Plan for Western Germany starve Berlin's population approxi- 

The Allied proposals for a western central authority would be sufficient. mate the crimes condemned in Nu- 

German government dominated editor- A constituent assembly, not to men- remberg.., As far as Germans are 

ial opinion of the licensed press of tion a western German national concerned it is in our interest to seek 

the US Zone. The first reaction was assembly, is superfluous; for the pre- every means looking to a compro- 

strongly negative, evidently under the _paration of a draft of euch a statute mise... We can only lose if the con- 

influence of statements by political a small commission would suffice  flicts of the occupation powers 

leaders, However, newspapers within ...We have no interest in being become more critical.” 

a few days began to carry some dis- pushed into the role of founders of a Heinz Liepman said in an editorial 

senting opinions, new state that would only serve to in the Weser-Kurier (Bremen) that 

Wilhelm Kaisen, president of the camouflage the tme situation as to there is a big difference between the 

Bremen Senate, in the Weser-Kurier governmental power.” way the Berlin crisis is treated in the 

(Bremen), regarded the London recom- US and German press. The US press 
mendations for a western German Bridge to Berlin does not speculate on the question 
government as “a great design by the The Muenchner: Merkur carried a whether the western powers will 

Anglo-Saxon powers to draw France report by its Berlin correspondent: keep their promise to stay in Berlin: 
into the reconstruction of western “The steady roar of mighty Ameri- “We find it incomprehensible’, the 

Europe and to cause her to renounce can transport planes, which even at editor-in-chief of a major American 

claims on Germany that have so far night land at Tempelhof Field at eight- news service remarked over the 
made the revival of German economy minute intervals, lulls to sleep Ber- trans-Atlantic telephone, ‘how one 

very difficult, liners who recall that a little more can discuss whether we will give up 
“The London documents put limita- than three years ago the same motors Berlin or make a compromise. One 

tions on the demands of the French had scared them out of bed. The effect might just as well ask us whether we 
that we Germans would not have that the air bridge has on public will give up Japan or Alaska or, for 

been able to attain in direct nego- morale—a device defying the Soviet that matter, Califomia. We are in 

tiations.., Should we turn down the blockade of Berlin, a daring creation Berlin by rights; why should we 
projected consolidation? That would considered’ impossible a few weeks leave it?’ 
be a very foolish thing to do. I can  ago—is extraordinary.” “And that is the attitude prevailing 
conclude from the very strong national The Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung (Heidel- everywhere in the United States in 

words of some German party leaders erg) blamed the Russians, but coun- alll strata of the population and in the 

only that they want to paralyze Ger- seled reserve and patience onthe part press. This American attitude is 
man internal progress, ‘ of the German population: unshakable. Only if the Russians 

“This progress consists of three “The Allies have created this sit- Understand that will they perhaps 

things: creation of a mouthpiece for yation and the Germans, particularly  'eVise their initial fateful refusal... 
40,000,000 Germans; a chance to build the Berliners, bear the consequences, And this, at the moment, seems the 
a clear administrative organization,if The Atlantic and UN Charters are sole chance for a peaceful solution.” 

we are capable and willing to build innit rely academic doc- 

one; and, finally, the penciblltiy to ecru ine Biles Tax Law Changes 
liberate the French Zone from its The Wiesbadener Kurier said that 

isolation." This section is devoted to “the tax laws promulgated since the 

Erwin Schoettle, SPD leader and translations prepared by the collapse of Germany at the end of 

licensee of, the Stuttgarter Nachrich- Scrutiny Board of the Informa- World War II show the development 

ten, expressed disappointment with the tion Control Division, OMGUS, in the political attitude of the occu- 

Proposals of the three military gov- of editorials and reports in the pation powers toward the German 

ernors concerning the proposed German press. The publishing of people. The laws of Feb. 11, 1946... 
government. If the proposals are these translations is intended to indicated implacability. Accumulation 

Supposed to be treated as an indi- inform the readers among the of capital appeared undesirable and 

visible whole, the ministers president, occupational forces of what the the idea of saving money worthy of 
he advised, should decline the role Germans are writing and think- punishment. The eastern partner in 
assigned to them: : ing, and not necessarily to give the Allied Control Council no doubt 

“Western Germany needs no con- any concurrence to their views found pleasure in signing these laws; 
Stitution, A statute of administration and opinions. he could expect—aside from the so- 
Tegulating competencies of state and cialization of income—that the law 
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would effect the ruin of the existing “No German official body could (Continued from Page 8) 

social order, have dared to do what Military Germany’s Role 4 
“With Law 64 revising tax legis- Government did.. But the Lasten- quickly as possible is a fundamental — 

lation this epoch belongs to the past. ausgleich (literally: equalization of one and one that will have a bearing 
In spite of tax rates which 10 years burdens) must be carried out by us on the realization in Germany on coal ~ 
ago would have been regarded as Germans...and too much time must mining, machinery itself, the exporting 
oppressive, the new order brings not be lost in discussion, otherwise of machinery to surrounding countries, 
noticeable relief in comparison with Military Government will intervene and generally on the entire recovery — 

the past... here, too... It should be kept clearly program and the economy itself. 
“The turning point is unmistakable: in mind that the prime purpose of the Mr. Fairless was good enough to 

our taxing system is again to be built Lastenausgleich will be to find those offer to send a group over to study 

on western principles.” who need help because they lost the problem with our British associates 

everything in the war, and also to and our Military Government people 
Reform Helps Labor identify those who did so well by here. They arrived a few days ago, 

The Giessener Freie Presse pub- themselves that they can now carry On the whole I feel that in the — 

lished a report from its west German the burden.” past year the gradual improvement of — 

correspondent on labor conditions The Frankfurter Neue Presse said: Conditions has laid the basis for ay 

after currency reform: “Times are past when all we could VeTY marked improvement especially — 

“The manpower requirements of the do about Germany's sins against "OW that the possibilities of getting 
iron, building, and transport industry humanity was to repent. Now we can 1¢W materials will becgme realistigs I : 

continue as high as heretofore. In work, but...we have to prove that Might add that during the first few — 
mining there is a 100 percent employ- in our country human dignity pre- months of this year something Ova 
ment for the first time since the ails again. Let us therefore see to it $200,000,000 worth of imports Hogg 

war... North Rhine-Westphalia re- that those whom we couldhavehelped @leady been laid en and orderedia 
ports that the manpower reserve is with good will do not go under in $59,000,000 worth of imported goods, — 

rising and that people who have despair.” basic materials other than food, actually 

hitherto avoided honest labor are The Muenchner Merkur (Munich) arrived Ee ee eae you 
taking up even unpopular work. Even cated for a boycott of the black can see ‘that the arrival of the Saag 
those who in the past convinced eaarkats materials which ECA should bring in 

authorities that they were physically S a / greatly increased volume, has already 

disabled are reporting voluntarily. If the ‘D' Mark remains stable we begun. q 

All signs point to the fact that the Ca" @t Jast begin to live honest I feel that next year can see Ger- 
static condition of the labor market /lives...We appeal to the govern- many taking a very real part in ~ 

is beginning to loosen up and that ™ent and the occupation power to European Recovery. 

official pressure to work will now be Wage Tuthless war on the black — 
replaced by economic necessity.” marketeers, They are making despe- 18,000,000 Coins Minted 4 

“The Weser-Kurier (Bremen) said Tate efforts to reestablish ‘cigarette The Stuttgart mint, which resumed — 
_that a just capital levy must be put Currency...All government meas- the production of German coins in 
“through quickly by German officials, ures will be useless unless each indivi- April, has delivered some 18,000,000 

otherwise Military Government will dual among us cooperates. All of us of the 10 pfennig pieces to the Land 

again step in: must boycott the black market.” Central Bank of Wuerttemberg-Baden. 

oe _ 7 
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General Pierre Koenig, military governor of French-occupied territory in Germany, salutes the American flag 
during his inspection of the 1st Infantry Division at Grafenwohr. The review was in honor of the return of the 
16th Infantry Regiment (reactivated) to the 1st Division. (Army Signal Corpsy* 
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° SUVA 
New Appointments Announced Eo pera. 

Dr. Charles D. Winning, former Office of Intelligence Research, State = Seymour R. Bolten, executive 2 

director of the Regional Government Department, in Washington. = officer of the Political Activ- = 
Coordinating Office at Stuttgart, has John Elliott, consultant to the Dir- = jties Branch, Civil Afiairs Di. = 

been appointed director of the ector of the Civil Administration = vision, OMGUS, has returned = 

Education and Cultural Relations Division, succeeded Mr. Scammon as S to the United States to study = 

Division, OMG Bavaria. chief of the Political Activities = international affairs at Harvard = 

For 20 years a member of the faculty Branch. Mr. Elliott is on leave for = Graduate School. Mr. Bolten was = 
of the Business Administration Col- the MG assignment from his post as = the oldest member of CAD in = 

lege, New York University, Dr. correspondent of the New York 2 point of service, having been = 

Winning entered Germany in March, Herald Tribune. = with the division since its = 
1945, as civil affairs officer with the William E. McCurdy, professor of = inception in 1945. 2 

US Seventh Army in charge of al law at Harvard University, was ap- = = 
field MG detachments, He later joined pointed associate director of the SUUUUUUUUNOU TAHA EVO EEO EE EA EEO 

the staff of OMG Wuerttemberg- Legal Division, OMGUS, succeeding . getermining bizonal food require- | 

Baden Whitney Harris, who recently return- ments for next year in connection 

: = with the establishment of a food 

i ie gg 6 e. ——C“ OS : 
_ a4 .  . ~=« Dr. J. W. R. Thomson of Montreal, 
: S co — . Canada, representative of the United 

. 2. __-. se Nations Education, Scientific and 
o = oO a : oe =—Ss—“<—S~—~—™—~SCSCuturral § Organization, has been 
. | _ Py = _ given a liaison status with OMGUS 
| oe - aa m 1 ' A ees _ to present UNESCO's programs and 

~ . - — / oo 4 _ | Ct |. _ objectives in the US occupied Areas 
a ee - bs b Gq | oe of Germany. His office is in Stuttgart. 

a. s | ~—=—=~ ~~ RG. Phelps, chief of the Oil Sec- 
a fy, e : “—* i tion, Bipartite Commerce & Industry 

en a L , . c Group has retured to the United 
= : : | ¢£ States to reenter private business. 

i? \ ‘ f . ie e . : s ai He was succeeded by Col. L. R. Hulls 
AU S . bd ip ‘ of the British element of the Bipar- 
Pek rr. x i i - . NS - ee vy * tite Control Office. ; 

iC . bcs, come ee Me Guy E. Hughes, deputy chief of the 
De we _ _. . yg —. ec 3 Bipartite Food, Agriculture and 
oA — eS oe “\ Forestry Group, accompanied by the 

Maj. Irene O. Galloway (above) is the new WAC staff director of the bizoueir direc ir wore oer ae ue 
European Command. She succeeded Col. Kathleen McClure. In her six culture, Dr. Hans Schlange-Schoenin- 
years in service, Maj. Galloway has been with the Office of the Director, gen, departed by plane for Washing- 
WAC, and with the Personnel and Administration Division, General ton to attend important conferences 
Staff, Department of the Army, Washington. (Army Signal Corps photo) on world cereal allocations to be 

held in the United States and 
In September, 1946, he became de- ed to the United States. Mr. McCurdy Canada. These conferences will be 

puty director of the RGCO, the or- served with the Legal Division since held under the auspices of the Inter- 

ganization which supervised the the early occupation of Germany, national Emergency Food Committee. 

German Council of States(Laenderrat) except for a year in 1946-47. Stanley Andrews, Chief of the Bi- 
for the US Zone, and was named James E, Heath has been named partite Food and Agriculture Group, 
director Jan. 1, 1947, succeeding Dr. chief of the Legal Advice Branch, recently discussed the bizonal posi- 
James K. Pollack. RGCO was recent- succeeding Mr, McCurdy, and Harry tion in the Inter-European food trade 
ly disbanded, having completed its H. Mitchell has been appointed his with Averell Harriman, special ECA 

mission. deputy. Mr. Heath has been with the representative, in Paris. 
Other appointments have been Legal Division since 1947 and Mr. Dr. Sterling W. Brown, chief of 

announced as follows: Mitchell since September, 1946. the Interfaith Relations Section of 
Richard M. Scammon, chief of the Maj. William S, Reed, requirements the Education and Cultural Relations 

Political Activities Branch, Civil Ad- analyzer with the US Department of Division, OMGUS, attended the in- 
ministration Division, OMGUS, since _ the Army's office of food adminis- ternational conference on intergroup 
October, 1946, has returned to the tration, arrived from Washington education of the International Council 
United States to become chief of the for a two-month temporary duty tour of Christians and Jews in Freiburg, 
Division of Research for Europe of the in the Bizonal Area. He is helping in Switzerland. 
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Dr. Otto Krayer (center) and Dr. Dallas P, Phemister (left), of the US medical mission, watch as a German 4 

physician at the Robert Koch Institute, Berlin, examines the spine of a German child. (Photo by Richard A, Lukin) 

M d | M | 
‘ iy a 

F” THE FIRST time since World WL G ic G iyi A a y 4 

War II a US medical mission is 

in Germany, reestablishing contacts 
a 

with members of the German medical By Henry S. Matteo Heidelberg before leaving Frankfurt” 

profession and exchanging information Assistant Editor, Information Bulletin Sept. 2 by air for New York. 4 

on medical advances made during the The mission was unable to arrange 

past 10 years. tto'the United States in 1937 and a visit{ to Leipzig, in the Russian Zone: 

went to the United States in an «divi teal sa 

Fifteen medical scientists have been 4.45 since become a US citizen But individual BERS members Com 

lecturing at German universities and " ferred informally with German medi- 

medical institutes since their arrival The mission, sponsored by the cal scientists in the Russian Sector 

from America July 2 on a two-months’ Cultural affairs adviser to the Military of Berlin as well as in the US. 

tour arranged by the Unitarian Serv- Governor and the Education and Cul- British and French Sete 4 

ialGotimitee. tural Relations Division, OMGUS, was New techniques used by the 

: j approved by both the State Depart- American medical profession ha 

To Dr. Otto Krayer, chairman of the ment and the Department of the Army. been demonstrated for the benefit of 

mission, the trip also has been an German scientists, who in turn have 

opportunity to renew friendships with Thus far the group has lectured in provided valuable information Con” 

many German doctors. Born in Ger- Frankfurt, Berlin, Goettingen and cerning their own methods, which 

many, Dr. Krayer held several high Munich, It will visit Tuebingen and will be reported by the mission at the 

medical posts in Berlin until 1933. He Freiburg, in the French Zone, and conclusion of the tour. 4 
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German surgeons in Berlin were “quite German and American members of the medical profession get togettier 

surprised,” according to Dr. Krayer, for an informal exchange of ideas at the Robert Koch Institute, Berlin. 

to learn of the large-scale practical Among the group is Dr, Otto Krayer (paper in hand) conversing with 

workings of blood banks and trans- a German physician. 
fusions which are being widely used 

in the United States. Dr. Francis D. W. Lukens (right) of the medical mission uses a black- 
Dr. Krayer, who is associate pro- board to stress a point in his talk with Dr. Franke, of Leipzig. Dr. Lukens 

fessor of comparative pharmacology is associate professor of medicine and director of the George S. Cox 
and head of the department of phar- Medical Research Institute at the University of Pennsylvania. 

macology at Harvard Medical School, (Signal Corps photos) 
Boston, said the Germans recognized 

“very clearly" the importance of this 9 3. ; 
advance, Pe \ — oo : : . 

The techniques used in this connec-  } S | i a. : | a 

tion were explained in lectures by Dr. . fo _ 2 
Dallas B. Phemister, vice-chairman of : : re fT : : — 

the mission, who is professor emeritus 4 — . a a : 4 - .. me eee —— 

of surgery and formerly head of the : i Po =. = ——rti‘_NC sss - 

Chicago, and by Dr. Howard C. Tay- a a\ ec . 
lor, Jr., professor of obstetrics and . : _ ——  —lrrr—C—C—C—.. 

gynecology and head of obstetrics - _ —_— i @@@@@#&§5;}§,¢ §— 
and gynecology at the Columbia _  ~=——r—BGB,w a -— . 2 | es 
University College of Physicians and e .  . - _.. } .  . — «i fo 

a —rr—“‘—“‘OCCDl i e——sS “ Surgeons, New York. . — Ce . eo \ 2 _ - 
Dr. Phemister and Dr. Taylor spoke 8 so . LD 

i ee a at the Robert Koch Institute in the a  - . -_ 
British Sector of Berlin after which | _ _ — 2 

S ee ee they answered numerous questions = A -. Oe — 

on the subject put to them by German _ . : oo - ae 
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surgeons. They also addressed a large oo Sg, be ee y pes 

group of physicians at the US Infor. = tae i a a oe 
mation Center in the American Sector. ) ee. SO e ee ; os 

A NEW TECHNIQUE used in the ge eo. a ie yp Law te . 
isolation of active principles and - . a rh al r AV | 4 

purity of chemical compounds, which i @ Mm oc os s ome ex ; 
Dr. Krayer described as “a very im- | 4 — oo a. |. 
portant subject,” was demonstrated by @ “ ( L | | 4 ' - : ee 
Dr, Lyman C. Craig, associate member _. _ PO _ ee i 
of the Rockefeller Institute forMedical =  , | ee i 8 = = i I Lo 

pf ee ee ee ree : | ie 
Research, New York. s ee _. 2 oo i | 

Dr. Krayer said the new technique, as is y " d : ag _ | A . : 
invented by Dr. Craig, has been used _ ‘ — : : 
among other things to separate and co oe - 

characterize the various penicillins, Audience at the University of Frankfurt during a lecture by the q 
which have different biological acti- Unitarian Service Committee's medical mission to Germany. ; 

vities. ‘This technique," he added, (Photo by Richard A. Lukin) 4 

“was entirely per 10 : the German Institute at the University of Pennsyl- Berlin in 1932 and served in that post ~ 
scientists and I think it is new to Vania Philadelphia. until 1933 

many Americans. Dr. Benjamin H. Robbins, professor From 1934 to 1937 he was professor _ 

Explaining the significance of isolat- of anesthesiology and head of the of pharmacology at the American 
ing certain principles, Dr. Krayer department of anesthesiology at the University of Beirut, Syria, ‘ 
pointed out that a chemical prepara- Vanderbilt University School of Med- “He is an excellent selection be- — 
tion might have both harmful and icine, Nashville, Tenn. cause he has the German point of — 

. beneficial components, ‘and if we can “Dr. Carl F. Schmidt, professor of view and tradition, and also has the 

separate the harmful and use the bene- pharmacology at the University of American viewpoint," OMGUS public — 

ficial component for medical treat- ponnevivania School of Medicine. health officials said. “With his wide — 
ment, the importance of a method to : . ; contacts and his knowledge of the ~ 

9 i Dr. Erwin W. Straus, director of pro- s ‘i _ 
do this is clear. ‘ : German medical profession, he is — 

fessional education and research at . luable."" 

Dr. Krayer, in a lecture at the Rob- Veterans Hospital, Lexington, KY., a te © ‘5 te 

ert Koch Institute, told of his work and formerly professor extraordina- U; a : a ca atts o 
on the action of drugs, particularly rius of psychiatry at the University DEED OOS on | an 
the action of veratidine, an alkoloid, of Berlin, to a hue an . as 1946 win ' 
and described his methods for study- made valuable contributions to the @ 

s ff f hd: tiall: Dr. Joseph F. Volker, dean of the Czech medical profession, including a 
ing the effect of such drugs potentially - TyFts College Dental School, Boston. useful in fhe treatment of circulatory a : method to halt threatened hemorrhages 

disorders! Dr. William M. Wallace, assistant instantly in operations involving even — 
professor of pediatrice at the Harvard hemophiliacs—born “bleeders.” 4 

Other members of the mission who Medical School and assisting visiting 
. Com- — 

have lectured and given demonstra- physician at the Children’s Hospital, a a an a. pie pk t f 

tions in their special fields include: Boston. m mittee, which nas sent postiwag 
5 medical missions to Poland, Austria, 

Dr. David. G. Cogan, associate pro- Dr. Friedrich Wassermann, professor Italy, Finland and Greece in addition 3 

fessor of ophthalmic research and of anatomy at the University of Chi- to Czechoslovakia and Germany, is — 

director of the Howe Laboratory of cago. the service branch of the Unitarian ~ 

Ophthalmology at Harvard Medical ‘ oy ; ‘ ith head ters am 
School, Boston. HE PUBLIC HEALTH Branch, Civil Church in America with headquar 

: Administration Divisi omcus, Boston. It is financed by voluntary 
Dr. Herman DeWilde, instructor in SUIS aD eee -° contributions by church members and — 

clinical dentistry at Harvard Medical stressed the importance of the mis- 1.4.5 interested in its work. 
S " sion’s visit to Germany and said the . : s . 4 
School. igs i : The idea of sending medical mis- 

: Unitarian Service Committee had sions to war-torn Europe stemmiam 

f a one, - Raigra paste a meadgyaen’ excellent": selection for from a study of caslinnenod made in _ eSSOT O} iological chemistry, Harvar' ‘ 4. 

Medical School. i chalraen in-Dr Krayer: ; Italy for the Unitarians by Dr. © 

: : Dr. Krayer was a lecturer in phar- Maurice Visscher. He suggested that . 
Drs Georga eple Hirst, chief of the macology (the science of drugs) at the European relief and rehabilitation — 

division of infectious’ diseases, Public University of Berlin from 1929 to 1932 needed more than foodstuffs, clothing, _ 

Health Rear Institute, New York. anq also acting head of the Depart- drugs and surgical equipment; it also — 
Dr. Francis D. W. Lukens, associate ment of Pharmacology in Berlin from needed expert medical care. 1 

professor of medicine and director of 1930 to 1932. He was named professor He gave Czechoslovakia as an 

the George S. Cox Medical Research extraordinarius at the University of example. Between 1939 and 1945 the — 
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Nazis kept the medical schools closed, a ee Hamburg 
eet ve sea: aa oo ae A single contract for the sale of 

the medical pro on from he Te- oy ea = ab ae ‘ $2,000,000 worth of brewers malt to 
mainder of the world. Dr, Visscher. : : Re . ‘ cinted out that it would Gee eeeeed se Switzerland brought the total of 
Pp Y export contracts concluded in Ham- 
much use to send new drugs and ‘ N burg ‘during to $5,451,967. Oth. 

equipment to Czechoslovakia, for the 4 oo aie aaa an Sane He Hee 
doctors would not know how to use E a ageituit ae ae oe ee emabirg 

them. He stressed that they first must Lo M © = peak saaA or aren 
be taught new techniques. ' - lorocco, processing Pig iron tor 

The success of the mission to Czech: : ot 4, ‘Sweden, and processing electronic 
4 v a valves for Holland. 

oslovakia — the Committee's first — : a 
was attested by US Ambassador Lau- a a Hesse 

fence 4 SteinhGrg Uaioe ue eniae oo S| Fifty-five Hessian firms entered the 
‘Wherever I have traveled in Czech- = v ; export trade during June, increasing 

oslovakia since the mission de- — ~*~. to 587 the number of businesses ; < ee * 5 parted, I have heard nothing but SSE . hel engaged in exporting goods from 
praise... These men left an ever- The first school for railroad appren- Hesse through JEIA. 
lasting mark which the Czechs and tice workers in the eight districts Gi . i 

Slovaks will always remember.” of the Bizonal Area was opened Hessen) midstate Hessian city, 
recently in Bad Schwalbach. Berthold Celebrated its 700th birthday July 10. 

DrEwn KOHN, director ofMed- Mehne (right), president one See Hessian rural police officers have 
ical projects, Unitarian Service eieae da key te bia a cont gee uncovered the files and card index 

‘Committee, who organized the mission ing ats are Heinrich Haenel (middle), °f the former local Nazi group of 
to Czechoslovakia, summed up the mayor of Bad Schwalbach, and Paul Fronhausen. The files were found bur- 

aims of the mission to Germany in a Apel, a member of the faculty. ied in the ground. The cache also 

memorandum to the OMGUS cultural (DENA-Bild) yielded six small caliber rifles. 
affairs adviser: —— 

"Judgi : i North Rhine-Westphalia 
fares desi the beteneete: The US occupation forces released | é : P - 

ath a missions undertaken 49 properties in Bavaria during A special Swiss train arrived, at 
ihe - Nd teen ot UNRRA and May. These buildings and houses Duesseldorf with 540 German children 

© Word Health Organization Interim were returned to the German eco- aged 4 to 10 years old, who were 
nt ae oe nomy. returning from a three-month “build- 

ee elleves al UL is- - 4 * . * :. . 

sion would not only Bénekt Annies Expottftontracts eigned:in Bavaria ee ee ae a 
medical science in a technical since the occupation began have had stayed i wy freriand, vo aa 
but: would aig6 “do.annen ts wifes the amounted to more than $100,000,000. vate families under arrangements 
contend ee o li 7 : More than $41,585,990 worth of goods made by the Swiss Red Cross and the 

profession by Bemaemsteatisg en Under fice: scontuactenalnenty Baye SEE AV ats a in a con- ; 
crete fashion that the United States Pe” Shipped. Schleswig-Holstein 
is eager to resume normal fessi 

and Seen velations”" prolessional Bremen A group of British university stu- 

. The first of two truck-mounted SEIS; dents has arrived in Kiel to help Kiel 

———— mographic units bought for use in University students in the voluntary 
; the Bizonal Area has arrived at the Wor, of clearing rubble from bomb- 

(Continued from Page 2) Bremen port. The instrument was damage sites. 

Occupational Activities purchased in the United States to ; 
aid in finding new oil resources in Wuerttemberg-Baden Regensburg was among the 86 cases the Bi LA The soundings are 

of infantile paralysis reported in Ba- fe Aenean reid : The World Bureau of Girl Scouts 
varia, wh th scheduled: 49 ‘take. about, Zour years; held two training courses of two ‘a, where three deaths have been beginning in the Emsland area near ‘ ‘ attributed to the disease. the Dutch border weeks each at the Leadership Train- 

The typhoid fever epidemic in Alt- The Einswarden-area Nordenham ao perce A ae Bri Bau 
cetting County, Bavaria, has passed ordnance depot near Bremen was see ve ida popeg swGcuman 
its peak. The number of new cases tured over to the German STEG Women Pose nS 

is decreasing and no secondary epi- corporation from US Army control. A DM 150,577 judgment has been 
demics have occurred. There had been The depot contains 9,000 tons of awarded to Mrs. Anna Kornbluh, a 
873 cases and 51 deaths reported in Army ordnance material which has Polish displaced person, by the MG Y 2; ; the county as of June 30. been declared surplus. Court for Civil Actions at Stuttgart, 
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as recompense for the death of her soe s ee ag 
husband in a truck-trailer accident. . . ~ __) : _ 

British Zone — . io. oo 
The last group of prisoners of war . Q — i | 

to be repatriated from the United o eo — 

Kingdom arrived in Germany. The - > | : 4 : 
party numbered 452. 2 » - . : | 

Production of synthetic rubber at ; a. 4 7 
plants of the Chemische Werke Huels : ‘ is — 

in North Rhine-Westphalia and of the . - 
I.G, Farbenindustrie A.G., Lever- 4 _ ' 
kusen, was halted by British MG or- ‘ _ q 
ders in line with the Level-of-Indus- 
try Plan which permitted synthetic- : | —" 4 L q 

rubber output only until the importa- _.. 7 fF 
tion of rubber requirements became ‘ 2 o _ 
economically feasible. 4 J . oN a 4 

Ruhr Area oo — a , | 
jor 3 i =. | In order to equalize congestion in ; : 4 - < _ 

the Ruhr and other parts of the Brit- Theod A. Heinrich (1 ‘i fi t Niel f th oii f pen ~~ ; ‘ ; eodore A, inrich (left), fine arts chief of the ice of Militar 
eh one, # has been. Seeided fo Government, Hesse, soarelleies Hans Voss, 19, on being the 50,000th 
move certain military installations to person to visit the Rembrandt show at the Wiesbaden collecting point. d 
the less congested and less heavily Voss received a book of Rembrandt reproductions as a memento of the 
damaged area in the vicinity of Muen- occasion. The painting in the background is that of Saskia, wife of 
chen-Gladbach. the 17th century Dutch master. (OMGH PIO) 

Correcting an erroneous impression ge 

that German coal exports are still sectors of Berlin has had no adverse Order No.2. More than 60 of those 
accountable in the devalued Refchs- efrect on the health of infants and convicted were in the age group 
marks, UK/US Coal Control Group children, since 50 tons of dry whole 15 to 25. In 41 cases the offenders 
officials have given assurance that milk and 324 tons of canned milk had were under 21. 
such exports have been in Deutsche been stockpiled against such an emer- 
marks since the start of currency re- gency, and milk concentrates are EUCOM 

form. being flown in. ae ‘ 
Purchases in the United States of Dr. Elizabeth Winkelmann, special NS aaullltaky. personnel who wish i 2 i visit Italy will take their travel docu- 

$750,000 worth of mining machinery German consultant to the Education ments directly th the nearest Italian 
and equipment for mines in the Bi- and Cultural Relations Branch, OMG consulate to obtain visas instead of zonal Area were approved by JEIA. Berlin Sector, left for the United States sending the forms to the EUCOM 

Among the major purchases were for a year of specialized study Adjutant General's Division, as had _ 
mine locomotives and electric motor Under the auspices of the Rockefeller been required. Travel document formal 
generator sets. Foundation. Dr. Winkelmann is one can be obtained from t hex } 

of nine German and Austrian educa- Pos a 
Berlin tors selected for this particular phase quartets: 

From November, 1947, to June, 1948, of the MG cultural exchange program. ——— 
Americans in Berlin donated more A British MG economic registration 
than $30,000 to the Community Chest office was opened in Berlin-Schmar- Banking Program Started 
for needy German residents of the gendorf to register the value and des- OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden has © 
US Sector, according to Mrs. F, L. _ tination of all materials, semi-finished begun an on-the-job training pro- _ 

Devereux, chairman of the Community and finished industrial products being gram in the field of banking and © 
Chest Board of Directors. In addition dispatched by all manufacturers and public finance for qualified young 
to cash donations, quantities of shoes, traders from the British Sector of Germans. The program aims at — 
clothing, and other items were re- Berlin. familiarizing future German finance — 
ceived from various American firms In the first six months of 1948 Amer- Officials with the policies and pro- © 
and organizations for general distri- ican MG Courts in Berlin sentenced cedures of Military Government. The 
bution. 97 persons to a total of 172 years Finance Ministry and financial in- 

The Soviet action in halting the imprisonment for possession of fire- stitutions have been invited to nomi- 
supply of fresh milk to the western arms in violation of Control Council nate candidates for training. q 
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u This is the fourth in the series 
‘ of five articles presenting the 

: detailed review of the Justice 
‘ Case and the Military Tribunal’s 

decision in Nuremberg, as de- 

livered by Charles M. LaFollette, 
Prosecutor of the case and now 

t er director of OMG Wuerttemberg- 

G Ul Ue em Baden, before an interzonal con- 
ference of jurists and lawyers in 
Munich in June. 

By Charles M. LaFollette ._ The photographs accompanying 
Director, OMG Wuerttemberg-Baden this articles are of the 15 defend- 

ants in the case. Each is identi- 

Part IV violation of non-discriminatory Ger- lied by the name of the defendant, 
man penal statutes. his professional position during 

RIEFLY, I WANT to present cases “These considerations, however, do the Nazi regime, the verdict of 

B illustrating the acts for which not justify the action of the Reich the Tribunal and the sentence. 
certain defendants were convicted. prosecutors who in numerous cases The photographs were furnished 

First, the defendant Lautz. The Tri- charged Poles with high treason under by the Public Information Office, 
bunal in its opinion has dealt so ade- the following circumstances: Poles Office of Chief of Counsel for 

quately with the facts and law which were charged with attempting to es- War Crimes, at Nuremberg. 
demonstrated his guilt of committing cape from the Reich. The indictments 

crimes against humanity that quota- in these cases alleged that the defend- ; : 
tions with very little, if any, comment ants were guilty of attempting, by the restoration to Poland of territory 

will suffice. violence or threat of violence, to belonging to it would be guilty of 
“We recognize that in territory un- detach from the Reich territory be- high treason against the Reich and, 

der belligerent occupation the military longing to the Reich, contrary to the OD capture, could be shot. The theory 
authorities of the occupant may, under express provisions of Section 80 of Of the Reich Prosecutors carries with 
the laws of customs of war, punish the law’ of April 24, 1934. The terri- it its own refutation. 

local residents who engage in fifth tory which the defendants were “Prosecution in these cases repre- 
column activities hostile to the occu- charged with attempting to detach sented an unwarrantable extension of 
pant. It must be conceded that the from the Reich consisted of portions the concept of high treason, which 
right to punish such activities depends of Poland, which the Reich had ille- constituted in our opinion a war crime 
upon the specific acts charged and not gally attempted to annex. and a crime against humanity. The 

upon the name by which these acts “If the theory of the German pro- wrong done in such prosecutions was 
are described. It must also be con-  secutors in these cases were carried not merely in misnaming the offense 

ceded: that Poles who voluntarily en- to its logical conclusion it would of attempting to escape from the 
tered the Alt Reich could, under the mean that every Polish soldier from Reich; the wrong was in falsely naming 
laws of war, be punished for the the occupied territories fighting for the act high treason and thereby in- 

ee —, - £ 7 
pew -_ 

a 

Franz Schlegelberger, state secretary Rudolf Oeschley, chief justice of Spe- Oswald Rothaug, senior public pro- 
and acting minister of justice. Guilty cial Court in Nuremberg. Guilty of secutor of People's Court and chief 
of war crimes and crimes against crimes against humanity and mem- justice of Special Court, Guilty of 

humanity. Life imprisonment. bership in SS. Life imprisonment, crimes against humanity. Life. 
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Ernst Lautz, chief public prosecutor Curt Rothenberger, state secretary Herbert Klemm, state secretary of 

of the People’s Court of Berlin. Guilty of the Ministry of Justice. Guilty of the Ministry of Justice. Guilty of war _ 

of war crimes and crimes against war crimes and crimes against crimes and crimes against humanity, 

humanity. Ten years’ imprisonment. humanity. Seven years’ imprisonment. Life imprisonment. ; 

voking the death penalty for a minor and of treasonably aiding the enemy.’ case the sinister subtlety of the Nazi 

offense.” The opinion of the People’s Court procedure is laid bare. If the case had 4 

“Lautz estimated that from 150 to continues: been brought only under the law 

200 persons were prosecuted for “The defendant is, however, guilty against Poles and Jews, the People’s — 
leaving their places of work and according to the result of the trial, Court would not have had jurisdiction, 
attempting to escape from Germany of an offense against penal law so the defendant was charged with 
by crossing the border into Switzer- ordinance relating to Poles, of Dec. 4, high treason for attempting to separate — 

land. These cases were prosecuted 1941, The general conditions of this from the Reich territory which did — 

under the provisions of the penal ordinance are fulfilled, as the defend- not belong to it. 

code concerning treason and high ant is, by origin, education, and “The proof of high treason failed. 
treason. sentiment, a racial Pole and was on There remained only the charge that — 

“On Feb. 24, 1942 an indictment Sept. 1, 1939 resident in the former in attempting to escape from Germany 

against the Pole Ledwon was filed by Folish state. In leaving his place of and from forced labor there, the de- 

Parrisius as deputy for the defendant work as an agricultural laborer, of his fendant assaulted a customs officer 

Lautz. The indictment alleges that on own accord, at the end of July, ie, with his fist and that what he did 

July 28, 1941 the accused left his during the harvest, he disturbed the was done as a Pole in violation of 

place of work in Bavaria and at- orderly procedure of the harvest work the law against Poles and Jews. It 

tempted to escape by crossing the of his employer to the detriment of was under that discriminatory law 

Reich border, and that he was _ the harvest. that Ledwon was sentenced to death 

stopped by a customs official whom ““His action, moreover, was detri- and executed.” 

he struck with his fist while evading mental to the whole of the German 

the arrest. people for, in leaving his place of ree DEFENDANT Lautz was also 
“The indictment states that the work in order to go abroad, he de- guilty of using his office to com- 

reason given by the defendant Ledwon _prived the German people forever of mit judicial murder of a Polish — 

for his attempt to escape from Ger- his labor. Germany, in order to cover _ Citizen, who, before Sept. 1, 1939, 

many ‘does not deserve credence; it her war needs and to ensure food turned a Polish citizen who was a — 

may rather be assumed that he in- supplies for the front as well as for racial German over to the Polish 

tended to join the Polish Legion home, however, needs all’ persons Courts for espionage against Poland ~ 
organized on the side of the hostile employed, including foreigners. Every 08 behalf of Germany. The facts are 
powers.’ The indictment states that worker who by escape deprives the  @dquately set out in the opinion. i 
the defendant knew that the aim of German war economy for good of his “A secret communication by the 

the Polish Legion was to restore a_ labor, reduces the number of the badly defendant Lautz to the Reich Minister 

Polish state. needed manpower and thus endangers of Justice is of especial interest. The 

“The court, with unwonted candor, the interest of the German people.’ proposal under consideration was for 

states that ‘the trial did not show “We have already discussed the the prosecution of certain Poles upon | 

any concrete evidence that the de- essential evil in the practice of pro- the charge of high treason on account 

fendant... had any knowledge of a  secutors whereby they charged that of acts done in Poland before the war. 

Polish Legion in Switzerland.’ It held Poles were guilty of high treason by In his discussion Lautz quotes from 
that due to lack of evidence ‘the attempting to separate from the Reich Himmler, the Foreign Office, and the’ 

defendant could not be convicted of _ territory which had never been legally president of the People’s Court. The!” 

the crime of preparation for treason annexed to the Reich. In the Ledwon facts on the basis of which opinions 
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were expressed may be illustrated territory. The question could not well From the court's careful treatment 

thus: have related to acts done after Poland — of the first case I quote a few ex: 

“Within Poland and before the war, has-been overrun and part of it pur- cerpts: 

a Pole institutes proceedings against portedly annexed, for, at that time “The first case to be considered is 

a Polish citizen of German blood, Polish authorities would have been in that of Durka and Struss. Our know: 

charging the racial German with Fifth no position to prosecute racial Ger- ledge of this case is based primarily 
Column activities directed against mans. upon the evidence of Hans Kern, the 
Poland. During the war the Pole who “The defendant Lautz frankly ex- defense counsel of one of these 
instituted the prosecution against the pressed the view that the German defendants; Hermann Markl, the pro- 

racial German is captured. The statute defining treason did not cover  secutor in the case; and the testimony 

question was: Can the Pole be pro- the case under discussion. In that he of the defendant Rothaug. 

secuted in a German court on a charge __was clearly correct. “The essential facts are in substance 

of high treason* against the Reich, “Stated in plain language, Lautz as follows: Two Polish girls—one, 

basing the charge on the fact that he proposed that the courts should try according to the testimony of Kern, 

had prosecuted the racial German in and convict Poles for acts which 47 years of age, the other somewhat 

Poland? violated no statute of any kind, if they — o1ger—were accused of starting a fire 

“Himmler asserts that foreign police deserved punishment according to jn an armament plant in Bayreuth. 
used methods against racial Germans sound German sentiment. This pro- This alleged fire did not do any 
which were contrary to international posal violates every concept of material damage to the plant, but they 
law and ‘the laws of minorities’ and justice and fair play wherever en- were in the vicinity when it started 
that such offenders deserve heavy forced, but when applied against a and were arrested and interrogated 
punishment, but he also states that as Pole for an act done in his own by the Gestapo. Both gave alleged 

far as racial Germans are concerned, country in time of peace, the pro- confessions to the Gestapo, Almost im- 
Section 91, paragraph 2, of the German _ position becomes a monument to Nazi mediately following this occurrence, 
Penal Code ‘is not directly applicable, arrogance and criminality. Such a they were brought to Nuremberg by 
as racial Germans, according to forma] Pole owed no duty of loyalty to any the Gestapo for trial before the 
national law were not German, but state except Poland and was subject special Court. ‘ 

Polish citizens, I can only expressmy to the criminal jurisdiction of no “The witness Kern was summoned 

opinion in the form of a suggestion, state but Poland.” by the defendant Rothaug to act as 

that in case of the betrayal of a racial Ts DEFENDANT Rothaug was defense counsel in the case approxi- 
German by the foreign Poles... convicted for crimes against hu- mately two hours before the case 
Section 91, paragraph 2, of the German manity committed by him as presiding came to trial. He informed Rothaug 
Penal Code is to be applied...’ judge of the Nuremberg Special Court. that he would not have time to 
“We emphasize the fact that the The court chose from the mass of _ prepare a defense. According to Kern, 

question under discussion related to evidence three cases. We shall cite Rothaug stated that if he did not take , 
the proposed prosecution of a Pole excerpts from two of those, one in- over the defense, the trial would have 
for acts committed before the war volving two Polish girls, and the to be conducted without a defense 
while Poland was in the exercise of other, a Jew, Leo Katzenberger, counsel. According to Rothaug, he 

its sovereign powers throughout its 68-year-old citizen of Nuremberg. told Kern that he would get another 

: _ : = i 7 
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Woligang Mettgenberg, representative Guenther Joel, Jegal adviser to the Wilhelm von Ammon, _ ministerial 
of the chief of the Criminal Legislation minister of justice concerning criminal councillor of the Criminal Legislation 
and Administration Division of the prosecution. Guilty of war crimes, and Administration Division of the 
Ministry of Justice. Guilty of war crimes against humanity and member- Ministry of Justice. Guilty of war 
crimes and crimes against humanity. ship in a criminal organization (SS). crimes and crimes against humanity. 

Ten years’ imprisonment. Ten years’ imprisonment. Ten years’ imprisonment. 
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Gunther Nebelung, chief justice of Paul Barnickel, senior public prosecu- Joseph Alstoetter, chief of Civil Law — 

the Fourth Senate of the People's tor of the People's Court. The Tribu- and Procedure Division. Guilly of 

Court. Acquitted. nal acquitted him. membership in SS. Five years, 

defense counsel. In either event the stance as follows: Some time in the “When this was done, Rothaug _ 

trial was to go on at once, first half of the year 1941 the witness learned of it and ordered that the 
“The trial itself, according to Kern, Groben issued a warrant of arrest Katzenberger case be transferred from 

lasted about half an hour; according against Katzenberger, who was ac- the Criminal Divisional Court to the 

to the defendant, approximately an cused of having had intimate relations Special Court. The first indictment — 

hour; according to Markl, it was With the woman photographer Seiler. was withdrawn, and another indict-— 
conducted with the speed of a court According to the results of the public ment was prepared for the Special 

martial. inquiry, actual intercourse had not Court. 4 
“These two young Polish women been proved, and Katzenberger denied “The indictment before the Special 

were sentenced to death andexecuted the charge. Court was prepared according to #Hii 
four days after trial. In the view ot “Upon Grober's advice, Katzenberger Orders of Rothaug, and Katzenberger 
this Tribunal, based upon the evi- agreed that he would not move was not charged only with race 
dence, these two young women'did against the warrant of arrest at that defilement in this new indictment but — 

not have what amounted to a trial at time but would wait the results of there was also an additional charge ” 
all but were executed because they further investigation. Three further under the Decree Against Public 

were Polish nationals in conformity investigations were very lengthy, Enemies, which ‘made the death seiii 
with the Nazi policy of persecution although Groben pressed the public tence permissible. 
and extermination." prosecutor for speed. The police, in “The new indictment also joined the 

spite of their efforts, were unable to Seiler women on a charge of perjury. — 
ee CASE OF Katzenberger is the get further material evidence, and it The effect of joining Seiler in the 

only one in Germany, to the best became apparent that the way to charge against Katzenberger was to 
knowledge of the defendant Rothaug, clarify the situation was to take the preclude her from being a witness for 

as he himself testified, inwhich aJew sworn statement of Seiler, and this the defendant, and such a combination _ 
was sentenced to death for alleged was done. was contrary to established practice, 

racial pollution, I quote from the “In. the sworn statement she said “Rothaug at this time told Markl 
decision: that Katzenberger had known both that there was sufficient proof of ” 

“The record in this case shows her and her family for many years sexual intercourse between Seiler and 

that Lehman Israel Katzenberger, before she had come to Nuremberg Katzenberger to convince him, and 

commonly called Leo Katzenberger, and that his relationship to her was that he was prepared to condemn 

was a merchant and head of the Jewish a friendly and fatherly one anddenied Katzenberger to death. Markl in- 

community in Nuremberg; that he was the charge of sexual intercourse. The formed the Ministry of Justice of 
‘sentenced to death for an offense evidence also showed that Katzen- Rothaug’s intended procedure against 
under paragraph two legally identical berger had given Seiler financial Katzenberger and was told that if 
with an offense under paragraph four assistance on various occasions and Rothaug so desired it, the procedure 
of the Decree ‘Against Public Enemies that he was administrator of the pro- would be approved. i 

in ‘connection with the offense of perty where Seiler lived, which was “Prior to the trial, the defendant 
racial pollution.’ The trial was held owned by a firm of which he was a Rothaug called on Dr. Armin Baur 
in the public session on March 13, partner. Upon Seiler’'s statement, medical counselor for the Nuremberg 
1942. Katzenberger’s age at that time Groben informed Dr. Herz, counsel for Court, as the medical expert for the 
was over 68 years.” Katzenberger, of the result and sug- Katzenberger case. He stated to Baur 

“The salient facts established in gested that it was the right time to that he wanted to pronounce a death 
connection with this case are in sub- move against the warrant of arrest. sentence and that it was therefore 
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necessary for the defendant to be Kaminska from being put into a cell ‘She thereby characterizes herself as 

examined. This examination, Rothaug at the jail. I now quote: a Polish violent criminal.’ The opinion 

stated, was a mere formality since “Shortly after the invasion of signed by Oeschey states: ‘Under 

Katzenberger ‘would be beheaded Poland, Kaminska ‘came to Germany, paragraph III, Sec, 2, of the Penal 
anyhow.’ being committed to work there.’ Law against Poles, the death sentence 

"To the doctor's reproach that Kaminska and Wdowen were... both must be passed if the law threatens 

Katzenberger was old and it seemed working for a farmer, Gundel. They with it.’ 

questionable whether he could be demanded pay from Gundel, which “Concering Wdowen, who was a 

charged with race defilement, Rothaug was refused, and they became more Ukrainian and therefore could not be 

stated: ‘It is sufficient for me that insistent. ‘The defendant Wdowen _ sentenced under the law against Poles, 

the swine said that a German girl actually gave the farmer a push. In the court commented on the fact that 

had sat upon his lap.’ his distress Grundel called for help he knew that the German economy, 

“The trial itself, as testified to by of the Pfc. Anton Wanner, who was on account of wartime conditions, was 

many witnesses, was in the nature of in uniform and happened to be dependant on foreign labor, ‘in par- 

a political demonstration. High party spending his leave there.’ ticular labor from the eastern terri- 

officials attended, including Reich In- “A quarrel followed. Kaminska tories.’ The court drew the conclusion 

spector Oexle. Part of the group of slapped the soldier's face, and the that Wdowen, who had used at most 
party officials appeared in uniform. soldier slapped her face... only a little force in attempting to 

“We have gone to some extent into "Shortly thereafter, the soldier was protect Kaminska, was guilty of 

the evidence of this case to show the riding on his bicycle and the Pole, having taken advantage of extra- 

nature of the procedings and the Kaminska, threw a stone at him ordinary wartime conditions and of 

animus of the defendant Rothaug. One without, however, hitting him. The violating the law against violent 

undisputed fact, however, is sufficient pext day a police official came out to criminals." 

to establish this case as being an act the farm and arrested Kaminska... we TRIBUNAL'S decision was ex- 

in furtherance of the Nazi program waqowen followed to the door of the pressed as follows: ‘In this case 
to persecute and exterminate Jews.  ¢ej] and attempted to assist the Polish  Oeschey, with evil intent, participated 
That fact is that nobody but a Jew woman, Kaminska, in resisting im- in the governmentally organized 
could have been tried for racial  prisonment. system for racial persecution of Poles. 
pollution... Katzenberger was tried “The very most that can possibly This is also a case of such a perver- 
and executed only because he was a he said of the evidence, as stated by sion of judicial process as to shock 
Jew.” the defendant Oeschey himself, is the conscience of mankind.” 

ae DEFENDANT Oeschey, who that there was a good squabble with Oeschey was also guilty of a per- 

followed Rothaug as presiding mutual recriminations and threats... secution and murder of a German 

judge of the Nuremberg Special Court, “The court said: ‘The defendant racial national in support of the 

sentenced to death a Polish widow, . (Kaminska) had the insolence to governmentally organized persecution 

Sofie Kaminska, under the Law against attack a German soldier; she took up on political grounds in the sentencing 

Poles and Jews, and her Ukrainian an offensive position which would to death of the Count Montgelas of 

lover, named Wdowen, solely on the have led to a great blood bath if the Furth, 10 days before the American 

ground that as an eastern laborer he soldier had not evaded the stone armies captured Nuremberg. I quote: 

forgot himself and scuffled with a which was hurled at him.’ The “On Feb. 15, 1945, as a final measure 

German policemen in trying to keep court also said of Kaminska: of desperation and in the face of im- 
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Karl Engert, chief of Penal Administra- Hans Peterson, Jay judge of the First Hermann Cuhorst, chief justice of 
tion Division and secret PrisonImmate Senate of the People’s Court and lay Special Court in Stuttgart and chief 
Transfer Division, Ministry of Justice. judge of the Special Senate of the justice of First Criminal Senate of 

Not tried because of illness. People's Court. Acquitted. District Court, Stuttgart. Acquitted. 
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minent defeat, the law was passed “The crime for which Count Mont- on April 6 without the knowledge of 

for the establishment of civilian courts gelas had been shot consisted of his counsel, in secret proceedings, | 

martial. The statute provided that remarks made by him in a private and without the benefit of witnesses 

sentence should be either death, room in the Grand Hotel to a lady, who would have testified for him. 

acquittal, or commitment to the reg- Mrs. Pfleger of Bamberg. The count Such a mock trial is not a judicial 

ular court. Pursuant to this law Gau- had made insulting remarks con- proceeding but a murder.” 

leiter Holz set up a drumhead-court cerning Hitler, among others to the | . 
martial in Nuremberg. It consisted:of effect that his true name was Te TRIBUNAL STATED its con- — 

_ the defendant Oeschey: as presiding. Schickelgruber. He also expressed clusions of law on the Montgelas _ 

judge, with Gau Inspector Hoberkern approval of the attempt upon Hit- case in the following language: | 
and a major in the Wehrmacht as_ ers life of July 20, 1944. “It is provided in CC. Law 10 that | 

associate judges. On April 2, 1945, Karl “We are convinced from the testi- persecutions on political as well as — 
Schroeder was appointed prosecutor. mony of Eichinger before this Tri- racial grounds are recognized as ~ 

“The judges and prosecutor then bunal that if any serious effort had crimes. While the mere fact alone ) 

went to the office of the Gauleiter, been made he could have been that Montgelas was prosecuted for | 

where he delivered a speech in’ which notified prior to the trial of his client. remarks hostile to the Nazi regime 

he stated the main point was to stop Eichinger expressed the opinion, may not constitue a violation of CC 

the American advance; one could with which this Tribunal concurs, Law 10, the circumstances under 

count upon introduction of new that a summons issued at 1400 hours which the defendant was brought to 

weapons,. and he expected that the (2 p.m.) to appear at 1500 hours trial and the manner in which he was 

court martial would give the neces- (3 p.m) before a court martial is an tried convince us that Montgelas was 

sary support to the army at the front offense against justice. not convicted for undermining the 

by applying the severest measures. "The only witness who appeared @lready cr eps eee strenge 
“The first case to be tried that against Count Montgelas was an SS_ Of the defeated nation, but on ae 

was tia" Fuehrer, who had been shadowing contrary, that the law was delib- 
of Count Montgelas. him for many days in an attempt to erately invoked by Gauleiter Holz and 

“Eichinger, as attorney for Count secure evidence against him. By con- enforced by Oeschey as a last venge- | 

Montgelas, received his first inform- cealing himself in an adjoining room ful act of political persecution. If the 

ation concerning the trial after ang by the use of a mechanical de- provisions of CC Law 10 do not cover 

Montgelas had been convicted and vice, he was able to overhear the this case, we do not know what kind © 
shot. conversation between Montgelas and of political persecution it would 

“Eichinger, who appeared as a wit- the lady and to testify concerning it. cover.” 
ness before the Tribunal, had been “Bichinger states that the state- (The final installment of this series 

employed in February by Countess ments of the SS Fuehrer who was 02” the Justice Case will appear in | 

Montgelas to defend her husband. He the eavesdropper at the hotel were ‘he next issue of the Information — 
stated that he had conferred with ‘in important points contradictory’ Bulletin.) 
prosecutor Dr. Mueller and had been to the statement Montgelas had made_ / 
informed that the prosecutor recog- to his attorney and that the latter . . 

nized ‘the competence of the People’s had already proposed to summon the | Cop yright Is Violated 

Court and therefore he submitted the lady with whom Montgelas had con- Production of an American play, — 
record of the case to the chief public versed as a rebuttal witness in behalf Deep are the Roots,” by the Dresden | 
prosecutor at the People’s Court for of the count. Peoples Theater in the Soviet Zone, | 
a decision. I asked him to inform me “The wife of the martyr Montgelas brought up the question of inter- 

immediately after the record was tated in the official investigation national recognition of copyrights, 

returned, respectively after receiving that Chief Prosecutor Schroeder told Which under German law hitherto had 
the decision of the chief public pro- her that ‘There had not been time Deen tspected. Although the authors 
secutor. He promised me this, and I jo comply with my husband's urgent have not released the rights for Rus- 

was completely reassured.’ — request to get a defense counsel.’ Sian or German production, the play 
“At this time Montgelas was in Schroeder also told the countess that as been presented in Soviet Russia 

the sick ward of the prison for sol- she was not to be given any inform- 5 well as in the Soviet Zone. | 
itary confinement. On April 10 ation on the disposal of the body A letter to the Soviet theater 

Eichinger went to the prison office of her husband because he had died officer in Berlin requesting an ex- 

to examine the files in the Montgelas 4 dishonorable death. planation of this violation of copy- 

case, whereupon the director of “Thus, on the last days of the war, ‘ight regulations brought the response. 

Nuremberg Prison informed him con- when the American Army was almost that the question of the effect of the 
fidentally that Count Montgelas had at the gates of Nuremberg, and old German law on the present 
been summoned before the court within a month of the total collapse situation in Germany has never been 
martial on April 5 at 2 p.m, sen- of German opposition, a sick man, decided by the Allied Control 

tenced to death, and shot the next after solitary confinement, is indicted Authority—From Military Governor's 
day. on April 3, tried on April 5, and shot Monthly Report No. 34. | 
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Preferential Telephone Service, AG 483.2 cinds EUCOM 1 ) 
SIG-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 11 June 1948. Rescinds and gives new detail Of Mt ly 1987 be and Darpeclal Services Furnishings for 

M letter of 14 May 194 ji : ubs and Dayrooms, AG 400 GPA. Foo ttions y 8 and gives new por’ xl —- Personnel Receiving Additional Sec IV — Courses Conducted at the Euro 
instr oo, ay, 241.17 AGP-B. Rescinds S II, ea | ~ 
Weekly Directive No. 24, Hq EUCOM, EUCOM Weekly Directive No 10 of 1948 and AG 352 COM. Quartermaster School Centers, 

18 June 1948. Lists following: gives new details. Sec V — Countert | 

Sec I — Special Guards, AG 370.093 PMG. Sec XII — Distribution and Issuance of tificates, AG 123. 7 PMG. Line? Payment Cer- 
Giver Proce usiness providing guards for US European Command Exchange System Ration fects and imperfections. Hists outstanding de- 
a . oo ards, G 331.3 GPA, Sec VI — Wheel Lo 

D see scare Saluting Weapons, AG 474 ORD. ' Sec wu — Detection of Counterfeit Mili- 451.02 ORD. Lists priority. for Vehicles, AG 
; . ary Payment Certificates, AG 000.5 GPA. Sec VII — Si 

He BUCO M. ee a3 Gee Audit Teams, Requires record of $5 and $10 certificates. AG 352 SIG. lige “Tene aeiag Film m 
‘ : ec XIV — Feeding of Indigenous Civilian **Plumbing,’’ “B vet 

Sec IV — Weekly Check of Particular En- Contract Workers in the US Area of Control Sec vill _ ott Brice & Stone Masonry. 
tries in Certain Personnel Records, AG 333 Germany, AG 430.2 GSP, Rescinds par 3 of 351. AGP. Gives dnstructn ee enol AG 
AGX. vy — Recoil ; _ USFET letter, AG 430.2 GDS-AGO, “Feeding ment in D/A Cir 138 ate ta pending amend- 

ec V — Recoilless Rifle T1S E13, AG 474 of German and Austrian Civilian Employees,” Sec IX — Amendment to W 
oR . VI s Petal. teng 13 June 1946, and gives new details. 7 12—16, AG 340 AGP List acig ephlet 

ter! is Handli , Eaufpn of Quartermaster Sec XV — Motor Vehicle Dispatcher Stamps, authorization for enlistm Pe Tescissions. of 

Materials Handling Equipment, AG 400 GSP. AG 451 RYT. Directs new stamps on Sept. 15 — specified specialists. — ent in USAF of 15 
Sec VII_— Dispatch of Vehicles with In- and gives new instructions. Sec X — Open Allotments, Fi 

sufficient Gasoline, AG 451 RYT. Sec XVI — Signal Corps Training Film, AG AG 245 AGP. Lists open allotments oy 
Sec VII — Accounting for Funds under 352 SIG. Lists “‘Military Field Medical Ser- oses to be . Open allotments and pur- 

Administrative Allotment for FY 1949, AG 130 vice." pont change of station, vac? ‘irecting perma- 
BUD. , Sec XVII —- Sale of Captured Enemy Ma- mm 

Sec IX — Signal Corps Training Films, AG _ terial Weapons by Post Ordnance Otticers, AG GAP. Amends “Sec XI’ ¢ (auee AG Azo 7i1 
33 wing sts Task Force Frigid"’ and ‘‘Coffee 474 GSP. Directs repossession of excess fire- Directive No 6 of 1947 ° COM Weekly 

. arms sold to any individual. _ . 
Sec X — Change in Status of Chemical Am- Sec XVIII — Ordnance Supplies for PCIRO, tone ° xa 400 ORD arent to EUCOM-SOP 98, 

munition, AG 471.6 CML. AG 400 GSP. Rescinds EUCOM letter AG 322 par ‘14d, Annex D, and directs retention of 
lend aim Giatus of Enlisted Fersonnel Re- GSP-AGO of Dec. 1, and gives new instruc- back orders ' irects retention of 

ent, 45 PMG. tions, _ | 
Sec XII — United States Savings Bond Sec XIX — Naturalization Certificates, AG ered Vehicles Reporting or Stolen and Recov- 

Campaign — Security Loan, AG 018.1 FIN. 014.391 AGP. Cites D/A instructions in view PMG P fisoners, AG 451 

in ina ay de of els. onandling Equipment of prohibition on reproduction. Sec XIV — Courses at Kitzingen for Offi- x - 

AG 680 GPA. Establishes responsibitty See XV oe Savines med ite Ins nines 
Sec XIV — Hunti ‘ : 1. oo, _ gs an e Insurance Pro- 

berg: Baden, AG ating Wild Boar in Wuerttem- Copies of Official Instructions gram, AG 019 FINS. Rescinds Sec XIV of 

coe XV — Repair of EES Vehicles, AG 451 listed in the Information Bulletin Sec XVII of EUCOM Weekly ‘Directive Nong 
. . , , y Directive No 

Sec XVI — Printing of Political News, AG may be obtained by writing © foe KUT des. curren instructions. 
000.1 TIE. Defines restricti ' . . . — Quota for Courses of Instruc- 

Sec XVII — USABT Tests AG 352 TIE. directly to the originating head- Hon at_the 7712 European Command Intelli- 

Sec XVIII — Appointment in Regular Army quarters. Beye SVT Peeoien Oe} 
for Assignment in Judge Advocate General’s ec ~— Feeding of Indigenous Civilian 

Department, AG 210.1 AGP, Gives require- trol Germany AG aaa 2 CSP. S evin Of gues 
ments. ° “ ' ’ . . Revises figures 

- Sec XX — Monthly Quartermaster POL Re- as to ordn its in i Sec XIX — y ance units in Bavaria and Wuert- 
Shops, ‘AG 630 Cantertzation of Maintenance port, AG 463.7 CQM. Directs corrective Nor 38 (above) as given in EUCOM Directive 

APG. XX _— Parcel Post Deliveries through Sec XXI — Choice of Service for Individuals Sec XVIII — EUCOM Multipl Ad | 
fine 8 (Paris, France), AG 311.1 AGM. De- who Enlist or Reenlist in the Regular Army Letters and Cables, AG 312 AGO. Li ts those 

Sec xKp ons Vehicle T t for Three, Four, Five or Six-Year Periods, AG for June 25-July 1 period. 7 MISES Mose 

Truck cle Tarpaulins, 2'/:-ton 340 AGP. Rescinds EUCOM messages SC Sec XIX — Rescissions, AG 461 ists: 
; Tenet AG 400.312 ORD. Quotes folding 26147. of Nov, 13, 1947 and SC 16063 of | USFET letters, AG 413.53 “Leics °C Lasts 

ions, . ' " peLlers, £ 9S, ‘amera 

mee XXII — Use of Improper Oil Seals on Waste Ditvetane Reg Seach, M0 Oe ErOUSA whee” AG Mos o AR et Ne 
Se eX ae one ines ORD. Sec XXII — First Sergeants Course at the Civilian Employees," 2 June PiO4S palaties, 
Command Engineer Schosl ne at ne European 7718 European Command Signal School, AG letter, AG 315 OpAE, ‘Improper Use of Unit 

Sec XXIV — International Holiday Courses, 3 XII Exchange Registration Forms (AES Form 106),"’ 
AG 562 Gor "qua ‘edecutlon Sit ase, ASPs TE” pec tangs Ration te ei ees OPA 

Em ool, . ‘Post Exchange Rations for Pri " 
Civile poent and cjacement of US Civilians, Sec XXIV — Recruiting, AG 340 AGP, Pre- 20 June 1943; USFET letter, AG. 397 AES. 
23 June 1948. R ircular No. 6, Hq EUCOM, sents first of series to clarify and disseminate AGO, ‘‘Army Exchange Service Conference,” 
USFET 8 Ont “tone scinds Civ Pers Cir 8 of information for military procurement. 1 July 1946; USFET letters, AG 331.3 GDS- 
Weekl my 5, and details current policy. Sec XXV — Return of Individuals to the AGO, “Laundry, Dry Cleaning and "Related 

25 June 048. Liste foll wi 25, Hq EUCOM, United States, AG 370.5 GPA. Cites medical Services," 23 August and 9 November 1946; 
S wee ing: estriction. USFET letter, AG 014.13 GAP- “ ! 

American Express and Travel Fervices of the 355 Sea’ D fi EUCOM Athletic Policy, AG of Fraternization,’’ 5 November “S946; OSEET 

SSP. Resci Sean . Defines policy. letters, AG 726 GAP-AGO, “Control ¢ . 
and detain’ eM policy of at June 1907 Fons a ” coint Army Navy pvedical real Disease,’' 23 April 1946 and “Venera 
tours. quipme epair Course, 52 AGP, Gives Disease Control,’” 22 A : 

Sec II — Sale of details for course starting in November. Circular No. ‘49, Hq ‘SUCOM, *g July 1948 

AG 463.7 GPA. Cites limitations, P™" ate at Hoechst, AG G01 112 ACD eens and wet nates previous regu. Se ae . ate a oechst, 11 D. lations and details nent i — 

Heidelberg anestrictions on Visiting Cities of Sec XXIX — Rescissions, AG 300.6 FIN. Lists  Rescissions: Lists USFET Cir 176 of 1946, ‘Sec 
Sec IV — Dual ennheim, AG 250.2 GPA. USFET letter, AG 400.3 GDS-AGO, ‘‘Evaluating Ill of USFET Cir 13 of 1947; USFET Cir 118 

Quotes D/A inst recedence, AG 311.2 SIG. and Reporting Theater Transfer of US Sup- Cir 130 and SOP 73 of 1945. ‘ 
messages instructions on multiple address plies and Services to Allied Governments,” Weekly Directive No. 27, Hq EUCOM 

Sec Vv Safety B 26 October 1945; USFET letter, AG 400.3 GDS- 9 July 1948, Lists following: ‘ 
Gives record ne Ye ulletin, AG 729.3 PMG. AGO, ‘‘Evaluating and Reporting Theater Sec I — Property Accountability, AG 140 

Sec VI — EUCOM. % Transfer of US Supplies and Services to GSP. Removes from USAFE application of 
ters and Cables AG nitiple Addressee Let- Allied Governments,'’ 14 January 1946; USFET Sec I EUCOM Weekly Directive No. 13 of 
publishing cone, fia 12 AGO. Gives plan for letter AG 400 GDS-AGO, ‘Reporting and 1947, " 
force. olidated list of directives in Evaluating, Transactions Involving Supplies and Sec III — Counterfeit $10.00 Military Pay- 

S _ ervices Received from Allied Governments,”’ ment Certificat . ji 
tries in oon Weekly Check of Particular En- 16 February 1946. teristics “for detection. 7 FIN. Cites charac- 
AGX ain Personnel Records, AG 333 Regrading of Security Classification, AG Sec III — Schedule of I . 7 A of Inspections of Field 

Sec VIII — Perm tI 312.1 AGO, Hq EUCOM, 26 June 1948, Lists Maintenance Units, AG 333 ORD. : 
seas Cemeteric anent Internment in Over- 12 documents as unclassified. Sec IV — Fire Inspections, AG 671.3 ENG 
instruct eres AG 293. GPA Quotes D/A Weekly Directive No. 26, Hq EUCOM, Directs immediate inspections of places of 

Sec IX _. Safequardi 2 July 1948, Lists following: public assembly. 
AG 400.73 GSP o rding Office Equipment, Sec I — Weekly Check of Particular Entries Sec V — Supply of Stoddard Solvent. AG 
Sec xX Engi neer Support of Eu in Certain Personnel Records, AG 333 AGX. 400 CQM. ’ 
omMmand Fx ropean ec II — 1948 EUCOM Track and Field Sec VI — Purchase of Mili 

Exchange System, AG 400 ENG. Res- Championships, AG 353.8 SSP. . . AG 531 RYT. itary Rail Tickets, 
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Sec VII — Supply of Commercial Firms, AG Sec XV — Strength Accountability, AG European Command Equipment Modification | 400 GSP. Amends USFET Cir 165 of 1946 to 320.2 AGU. Quotes lengthy D/A message as Lists and Tables of Allowances, AG 400.34 | end this eervice, except to xO. in Cl B to changes in AR 345—60, GOT-AGO, Hq EUCOM, 13 July 1948, Rescinds 
ec — Serving of Foo n ass Sec XVI — Final and Transcript Statements EUCOM letter of June 8 and gives new list. BUC wr 430 GFA. eens, Sec un of of Accounts, Deceased Military Personnel, AG MG Law No. 12, “Abolition of Employment 

details methe q ye arranging privilege an 332.3. Preferences jn Favor of Former Gfembers ot 
an . . Sec XVII — Return to the ZI, AG 370.5 e German Armed Forces an ers," conde Apparatus. mer ota Game vered Radio- GPA. “Cites changes. pending revision of 010 (CA), OMGUS, 14 July 1948, Sec X — Signal Corps Training Films, AG EUCOM-SOP 77, Regulation No. 4 under MG Law No. 2 as 

352 SIG. Lists “Military Rock Climbing-Tech- Sec XVIII — Appointment of Commissioned amended, AG 010 (LD), OMGUS, 14 July nique of Climbing,” ‘‘Bookkeeping & Accoun- Officers in Medical, Dental, Veterinary, Med- 1948. Concerns suits on claims of money 
ting,’ and ‘‘Heating & Air Coniditioning."' ical Service, Army Nurses, and Women's against a German government. 

Sec XI —- Weekly Check of Personnel Rec- Medical Specialists Corps, Regular Army, AG Dissolution of Board for the Disposition of ords, AG 333 AGX. 210.1 AGP-B, Nazi and Militaristic Literature, Staff Memo omer, AG 253 pingistration of Military Pris- sec XIX — EUCOM Multiple Addressee No. 28, OMGUS, 15 July 1948. 
Sec XIII — Conservation of Packing Ma- Letters and Cables, AG 312 AGO. Lists those Dissolution of Board of Clemency, OMGUS, 

terials, AG 457 GSP. for July 1-8 period. General Orders No. 26, OMGUS, 15 July 1948, 
Sec XIV — Issue of Field Equipment for Availability of Military Government Em- General License No. 8, AG 0i0 (FA), Officers, AG 420 GSP, Amends EUCOM Cir ployees (Issue No. 12), AG 201.62, OMGUS, OMGUS, 16 July 1948. Concerns certain trang. 13 of 1948, 13 July 1948, actions under the Bank of German States. . 

Excerpts Taken from Official Instructions 
WOMEN’S AFFAIRS SPECIALIST are not required for Germany economy, e.g., _ ties and political groups; youth sport clubs; 

: laborers, technicians, physicians, etc. Very youth clubs; adult education organizations; Womens Aiea plement me poem of ihe strong humanitarian reasons may outweigh feligious associations; and private welfare 
Branch, Ed . Troup Activities German economy requisites; such decisions agencies, ' ucation and Cultural Relations bei t the di ti f Mili G 9-—1002 R ‘bili It és th ts Division, OMGUS, one professionally com- eing at the discretion o ilitary Govern- . 2 esponsibility. It is the responsibi- 
petent, full-time woman civilian employee of ment, Applicants in this category will submit, lity of the public safety branches or divi- the Department of the Army willb Pp rt sd together with their application and evidence sions of state OMG's, and of the liaison and to the division in th orn ft Militar of visa, a certificate of availability with the security officers to cause the. investigation Government for h tat ad Be _ Military seal and signature of the appropriate German of groups whenever definite indications of ae ment ian stal eon ertlin Sector labor office concerned. the presence of subversive activities make The  funeti Irs specialist, d. Aged persons; sick or permanently Such action necessary, The Counter Intelli- Senne tunctions of the Women's Affairs disabled persons who are physically incap- gence Corps, upon request of Military Gov- ection in each state OMG will be as follows: able of contributing to the German economy, ernment or when deemed necessary for mili- 1. To implement OMGUS Office policy on and who require medical treatment abroad, tary security, will also investigate these a prate Jevel and assist and advise local MG which is not available in Germany, groups for subversive activity and transmit au sort entg. aften eee arising in the field e. Women for the purpose of marriage to the findings with recommendations to Military 

. residents abroad, Men for the purpose of Governmemt for action, except im serious 2, To keep the OMGUS office informed marriage to citizens of the United States cases, when Counter Intelligence Corps may regarding local development in women's Unitea Kingdom or France ' take immediate action. -— From OMGUS affairs and problems or needs requiring ““Emieration”’ ad herei f to letter AG 010 (CA) May 28. OMGUS action. chasmigration a use erein refers , 
3. Within the scope of OMGUS policy, to German of Gomicile to a country outside o VIOLATIONS UNDER LAW 53 furnish information, advice, and assistance to I the f ; f Displaced persons and assimiles subject to German governmental agencies, women's C eee Howals ewig eee as in those of MG Law No 53 may be prosecuted for viola- organizations, and informal women's groups. erman ant anew proved vicums oF tions thereof in accordance with paragraph 4 4. To stimulate the participation by women the count ° t dest ti at is no at ual of Notice No 2 under MG Law No 53, with- in public affairs and to develop an under- re “with i ° lind “ ion 1s pet * official) Ut teference to OMGUS headquarters and standing by them of their responsibilities in jetter stating that such vice wik Co Qansy  ittespective of their status. — From OMGUS the community, b. er stating t a aa _visa wl G grante letter AG 383.7 (LD), June 4. 
5. To render all possible assistance to OY Sppropriate officials Thon out ° ermany: G . Poss! . in the event that a Military Exit Permit is LEGAL ASSISTANCE DEFINED erman women in acquiring, in accordance approved. — From OMGUS letter AG 0141 : with applicable regulations, the material and (SG), June 4 Although the solution of personal _ legal 

personnel needed to promote the best inter- ' " problems of military personnel and their de- ests of women’s affairs. — Krom OMGUS QUARTERS OF MG PERSONNEL pendents is not an ofticial responsibility oF 
LETTER, A . ' . ss . . the Department o e Army, the morale an 

G 353.81 (EC), May 26 Post and air installation commanders will welfane of such personnel ‘is an important 
ISSUANCE OF EXIT PERMITS Support local Military Government to the consideration and to that end a policy has - fullest extent of their ability and will perform been established to assist in making legal Military Government has recently reviewed for its members all services prescribed herein advice and assistance available to them procedures relative to emigration from Ger- for attached personnel. These commanders wherever possible throughout the military 

many. As result travel documentation has may not disturb the present facilities and establishment. Persons accompanying or serv- 
been decentralized from Combined Travel quarters occupied by MG personnel without ing with the armed forces and their de- 
Board, Berlin, to include four CTB branch prior approval of the state directors of Mili- pendents are included in the category of Wiss an Bremen, Stuttgart, Munich and tary Government. personnel entitled to legal assistance. iesbaden, ategories of permitted emi- However, when a set of quarters presently - isi of gration have also been liberalized. eccupied by MG personnel” becomes vacant | legal assistance oO ee nt activities in. this In general, documentation of individuals upon any transfer of the occupants, such set command will be exercised by the judge emigrating from the US Zone of Germany, of quarters is then available to post com- Advocate, European Command. ~ 
inclusive of time application for exit is manders to assign in keeping with priority "os ne . . 2 
submitted through receipt of a Temporary policies, is a profoscloual terre at the Judae Adve: Travel Document and/or Military Exit Permit, Post commanders will customarily consult cate ‘General and his department, Military is accomplished within six weeks. However, the appropriate state director prior to assign- personnel will not engage in such activities each application for emigration is reviewed img quarters vacated by MG personnel to as part of their official duties unless they upon its individual merits which, at times, personnel not employed by Military Govern- are members of or detailed, attached of 
due to MG policy, requires intensive coordi- ment. Quarters will not normally be with- assigned to The Judge Advocate General's 
nation with various MG agencies and may drawn from Military Government over the Department; or are designated as _ legal result in travel documentation being delayed protest of a state director. — From Eucom  asgistance officers or are otherwise assigned beyond a six-week interval. ' letter AG 624 6SP — AGO, June 2. to duty with a legal assistance office by 

n addition to the categories of per- roper orders as provided in AR 25-250. The 
mitted emigration, applications are now being CHANGE IN MGR TITLE 9 terms “legal assistance officer’’ and ‘‘legal 
accepted for emigration on compassionate Part 10 in MGR Title 9 (Public Safety) is assistance office’’ include and are applicable 
grounds in the following cases: changed to include the following: to all Judge Advocates and their offices 

a. Women whose husbands are resident 9—1001 Miscellaneous German Social and when engaged in rendering legal assistance. 
abroad or widows and their minor children Fraternal Groups. This section is concerned As it is desired to make legal assistance 
who have telatives abroad prepared to with th’ activities of miscellaneous German available to all personnel entitled thereto 
Support them. . social aud fraternal groups which do not fall where practicable, major commands and posts 

b. Children under the age of 16 years under the following classifications: collective having a Judge Advocate will establish 4 whose parents, relatives, or friends abroad bargaining associations (MGR 13—121); econo- legal assistance office, if not heretofore 
are prepared to maintain them. mic groups which are not primarily collective established, under the supervision of the 

c. Husbands whose wives and/or children bargaining associations (MGR 13-120); associa- staff Judge Advocate of post Judge Advocate, 
are resident abroad, and have been so resident tions of the so-called independent professions, whichever is applicable. — From EUCOM since prior to May 1, 1945, provided they such as lawyers, doctors, etc.; political par- Cir 44, 
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